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W

eb sites have become essential elements of
marketing for law firms of all sizes. They can
be valuable tools to attract clients, recruit new
attorneys and develop a recognizable name. Web sites
have progressed significantly from the days when they
were static, noninteractive destinations, having more
similarities to advertisements in the yellow pages than
to the complex mix of promotion and services they now
represent. With their increasing interactivity, complexity, and functionality, it is more important than ever to
understand and satisfy the myriad conditions imposed
on Web sites by state, federal, and even foreign law.
Web sites now interact with their visitors, permitting
users to leave materials behind and engage the Web
site operators. Many law firms are using their Web sites
in once-unconventional ways to advertise, to promote
accomplishments or as educational vehicles, such as
through videos, blogs and alumni Web sites. While the
ethical issues regarding attorney advertising have been
publicized and commented on, these newer interactive
advertising campaigns raise issues that law firms may
not have considered before. And there are laws and rules
that all businesses operating Web sites should know –
including law firms.
Law firms that operate Web sites must avoid copyright and trademark infringement, insulate themselves
from copyright infringement caused by visitors, and
comply with state, federal and perhaps foreign privacy
laws. There are also the issues raised by the use of official
and non-official law firm blogs, the use and implementation of a Web site Terms of Use, and the use of names
and images of individuals. Although the benefits of nontraditional attorney Web sites can be great, they should
be approached with the same care and consideration an
attorney would devote to any other legal issue that arises
during practice.
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Ethical Issues
Many of the proposed and enacted rules regarding
Internet advertising were overturned by the well-publicized case Alexander v. Cahill.1 It is important, however, to
remember that some of the regulations survived review,
and these should be considered and followed by attorneys utilizing a Web site.
The surviving regulations relate to the selection of a
domain name and the retention of electronic advertising.
These rules are relatively simple to follow, but they create
some questions as to the circumstances and material to
which they apply. As a result, it may be advisable to err
on the side of caution and comply with the regulations
where there is uncertainty.
Section 1200.54 (Rule 7.5(e)) of title 22 of the N.Y.
Comp. Codes, R. & Regs.2 states that a domain name
used by a lawyer must use that lawyer’s name, unless a
number of qualifications are met – i.e., the domain name
cannot be misleading, cannot imply the ability to obtain
results and cannot violate any disciplinary rule. So, for
example, New York lawyers could use the domain name
bigsettlementlawfirm.com only if their name happens
to be Bigsettlement. Similarly, a firm probably cannot
use the domain name LincolnBrandeisandMarshall.com,
unless that firm coincidentally has members whose
names match these famous attorneys’ names.3
The other surviving Internet-related regulations are
found in 22 N.Y.C.R.R. § 1200.50(f) and (k). They require
that electronic “advertisements” include the phrase
“Attorney Advertising.” This phrase can be placed on
a Web site’s homepage or in the subject line of an e-mail
advertisement. These regulations also contain archiving
requirements of at least one year for electronic advertisements and a minimum of 90 days for Web sites.
One point of contention regarding this marking and
retention policy is what is an “advertisement”? The
first version of the rules defined advertising extremely
broadly, potentially applying to almost every e-mail an
attorney sends.4 After reconsideration, this definition was
modified and limited to communications made for the
“primary” purpose of obtaining retention.5 Yet this too
is unclear when it relates to multi-purpose attorney Web
sites, particularly those containing nontraditional elements, such as blogs or alumni networking areas. These
types of communications can arguably be interpreted
as being made for the purposes of raising an attorney’s
profile or representing to the public the high quality of
services the firm offers, which may fall under the definition of “advertisement” as laid out in Rule 1.0(a). Indeed,
almost all public attorney activities can be interpreted
as motivated, at least in part, by a desire to attract new
clients, whether directly or indirectly.
Alternatively, it may be argued that many of these
nontraditional elements, such as blogs, have primarily a
scholarly purpose. Determining the “primary” purpose
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of these statements and communications is critical. As
such, although it is unclear if the rules require the marking and archiving of attorney blogs or alumni networking
sites, a conservative approach would be to comply with
the rules in uncertain situations.

Nontraditional Web Site Design Concerns
Aside from well-publicized ethics rules, there are nonprofessional responsibility-related issues to be considered
in the context of an attorney’s or law firm’s Web site.
These concerns are particularly important where the Web
site at issue allows users to interact with the Web site,
collects any information regarding users of the Web site,
contains a law firm blog or uses images or names of attorneys or clients in promotional testimonials.

Interactivity
Many attorney Web sites now contain a variety of ways
that Internet users can interact and leave content on a
firm’s computer system. If a law firm has a blog with
comments enabled, whereby users can post text and,
possibly, images and other media, a firm may not be able
to tell if the user has the rights to post such material or if
the posting of such material would otherwise be unlawful. Similarly, if a firm runs an alumni networking Web
site, which may be used in similar ways to the popular
Facebook® and LinkedIn® sites, users may upload a variety of materials, whether or not audited by the Web site
operator. Additionally, users may have to register with a
Web site before participating in such activities, thereby
providing the Web site with personal information, such
as a name or e-mail address. Web sites may also solicit
employment prospects and receive resumes and related
submissions that contain personally identifiable information.
Law firms whose Web sites enable user interaction
may find themselves in the position of unknowingly
violating copyright or trademark laws. Furthermore,
attorney Web sites that collect information about visitors, whether solicited or not, may be required to follow
strict regulations regarding the privacy and use of that
information. Firms can take steps to limit their exposure
to these risks.

The Digital Millennium Copyright Act
The issue of copyright liability for Web sites based on the
activities of its users was addressed over 10 years ago by
the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA).6 This act
provides a system that can exempt certain online “Service
Providers”7 from the copyright infringement committed
by its users. With the rise of online media, the DMCA has
been well publicized and may be known even by lawyers and firms that do not focus on intellectual property
issues. The DMCA, however, has requirements that a

service provider must affirmatively meet in order to take
advantage of the act’s protections.
The act requires a slightly more proactive approach
to Web site management than simple reliance on statutory immunity. Procedures must be in place for copyright
owners to notify the operator of the posting of infringing
material. The immunity provided by the DMCA may be
lost if a firm does not ensure that it terminates repeat
copyright offenders.8 Having a DMCA policy and reacting to notifications is not enough. Pursuant to the DMCA,
a firm is required to register a designated agent with the
U.S. Copyright Office to receive notifications regarding
infringements.9 Complying with the designated agent
requirement is relatively simple: a firm need only submit
a registration to the U.S. Copyright Office designating a
name, address, fax number and e-mail address for notifications of infringement, and remit a nominal fee. This
information must then be posted on a firm’s Web site.
The disclosure of the agent information and the repeat
offender termination policy are generally noticed through
a Terms of Use document that is available via a link from
a Web site’s homepage or template page.
Once it is established that a provider has complied
with DMCA requirements, that provider should be protected from much of the copyright infringement committed by its users. However, a provider is still not permitted to post infringing content itself, and if the provider
becomes aware of user-posted content that is infringing,
it must remove the content immediately.10
Many law firms are not comfortable with simply
allowing users to post un-screened content to their Web
sites – for good reason. Firms do not want to be seen as
possibly endorsing unreviewed material. If a provider
screens content, it should be vigilant about not knowingly posting material that infringes a copyright. This is
simple in cases where the content is obviously infringing.
In the context of comments, testimonials and alumni Web
sites, a firm is not likely to have sufficient knowledge of
the ownership of material in order to determine if it is
properly used or licensed. In the event that posted material reasonably appears to be innocuous but turns out to
be infringing, the posting generally should not lead to
liability, provided that the law firm has complied with
the DMCA.
In addition to refraining from posting infringing content, a firm should remove material after it is notified that
the material is unlawfully posted. The purpose of designating an agent with the Copyright Office is to facilitate
a copyright owner’s ability to contact and notify the
appropriate party of an infringement. A law firm should
designate a specific individual in the firm, either an attorney or an administrator, to monitor notices and ensure
that they are properly responded to according to DMCA
procedure.11
CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
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Privacy Policies and Terms of Use
Taking the steps to ensure that DMCA protection applies
to a nontraditional law firm Web site is not the only measure a firm should take to protect itself from exposure.
Firms with Web sites that have large interactive user
bases or even occasionally collect information from Web
site visitors should post and comply with a Privacy Policy
regarding the use and collection of personal information
of its users. A Terms of Use may be posted to help ensure
that a Web site complies with various regulations and
retains control over the more public areas of the site.
It is common for users of interactive Web sites to
disclose large amounts of information when interacting
online. Users generally disclose information when registering for a Web site service and during the course of
use of such service. This may be particularly true for law
firm alumni Web sites, which may be similar in structure
to social networking Web sites. Additionally, law firm
Web sites that accept employment applications collect
protected information in the form of material disclosed in
a resume. Even a simple “Contact Us” button may result
in the collection of protected information in the form of a
name and e-mail address.

It is common for users of interactive
Web sites to disclose large amounts
of information.
Various state and federal laws may apply to this type
of data collection, whether or not the collecting law firm
commercially uses the data it receives. Some of these laws
require businesses to post a Privacy Policy on their Web
sites which advise users of what types of information are
collected and notify visitors of their rights. Online privacy laws can provide for fines or civil remedies for noncompliance and have been enforced by state attorneys
general and by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC). The
FTC has not been shy about enforcing some of these statutes; it has in the past levied significant penalties against
noncompliant businesses.12
One such law is the California Online Privacy
Protection Act of 2003 (CAOPPA).13 Although it is a
California state law, Web site operators who approach
or interact with California residents may be subjected to
the law’s requirements. The act applies to any Web site
which collects personal information from a California
resident and requires the Web site to “conspicuously post
[a] privacy policy on its Website.”14 Personal information
is broadly defined to include any way that an individual
can be contacted, including an e-mail address.15 The
Privacy Policy must include a description of the firm’s
treatment and use of personal information, and a link
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to the policy must be posted on the firm’s homepage,
among other options and requirements.16
CAOPPA is a very broad statute that likely applies to
a firm that allows users to register and make comments
on a blog, and almost certainly applies to law firm alumni
Web sites. The act applies only when California residents
are involved, but it is likely more efficient to apply its
requirements to all Web site users. Even if a firm does not
practice in California, it may receive inquiries or Web site
visits from users who live there. Without an effective way
to limit where communications are coming from, compliance may be desirable out of an abundance of caution.
This is but one example of the many laws that address
the treatment of Internet users’ personal information.
Additional state17 and federal18 laws address specific categories of information, such as personal health information19 and financial information,20 that also must be safeguarded. Furthermore, a number of foreign laws relating
to individual privacy and personal information are often
far stricter and more comprehensive than those of the
United States, and some of them may apply if information is being collected or transferred from those jurisdictions to branch or home offices in the United States.21
In addition to a privacy policy, the other common Web
site document is the “Terms of Use,” “Terms of Service”
or “Terms and Conditions” statement. While not yet mandated by any laws, this document can be an important
tool for businesses concerned about limiting the risks
associated with operating a Web site. For firm Web sites
that include a large amount of user participation, it is
desirable to have a document where the rules of Web site
participation are established and the DMCA and other
notices discussed above are published.
The Terms of Use can be helpful by addressing the
user conduct that is acceptable and the conduct that will
result in termination of an account. Such guidelines may
be broad or detailed, depending on the Web site operator. This document also sets forth the specific areas of
the Web site that users are authorized to access and/or
those that are not public, thereby creating grounds for
a Computer Fraud and Abuse Act22 claim should a user
exceed such authorized areas.23 Furthermore, a Terms of
Use document can ensure that a firm’s Web site is granted
a license to post the comments or other materials that a
user uploads to the Web site. This license may be implied
by the act of uploading, but it may be more desirable for
a firm to lay out the conditions of its use of users’ materials instead of relying on an implied right. In addition, a
Terms of Use can be used to assert: (1) intellectual property rights in proprietary content appearing on a Web
site; (2) intellectual property rights in material posted
by others; (3) that no legal or financial advice is being
provided by the Web site; (4) that prior results are not a
guarantee of future performance; and (5) for other similar
CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
purposes.
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Web site Terms of Use are not only binding on a Web
site’s users, they can be similarly binding on the Web site
operator. The FTC is charged with enforcing false and
deceptive trade practices, and has interpreted this role
as applying to Web site Terms of Use and privacy statements. As such, once a Web site Terms of Use or privacy
policy is in place, it should be followed by the Web site
operator. The FTC has generally focused its enforcement
efforts against Web sites that have misrepresented the
level of data security they provide; however, jurisdiction
likely extends to any statement a Web site makes in its
Terms of Use. A law firm should carefully draft its Terms
of Use and be vigilant regarding compliance thereto.
The placement of the Terms of Use on the Web site can
also affect enforceability. The best way to ensure that a
visitor agrees to the Terms of Use is to have a popup box
or landing page that requires a visitor to scroll through the
terms before checking a box that confirms that the visitor
has read the terms, understands the terms, and agrees to
the terms. However, most law firm Web sites do not place
the Terms of Use on a mandatory click-through page as
this type of design would likely discourage many users
from visiting a firm’s Web site. Instead, a Terms of Use is
generally implemented as an implied assent document,
meaning that a user’s conduct – using the Web site – symbolizes the user’s assent to the Web site’s Terms of Use.
The validity of implied assent Web site Terms of Use
has been an open issue since the rise of Internet contracting and at this point remains largely unanswered.24 The
law in this area continues to be outpaced by technological developments. Courts that have addressed this issue
have generally found that a user’s awareness of the
existence of proposed terms is central to their enforceability.25 As such, it is still unclear whether the current
practice of placing a Terms of Use notice in small letters
at the bottom of a long scrolling homepage is sufficient
to effectuate these agreements. As this practice becomes
widely known as the norm, knowledge of the existence of
a Terms of Use and its common placement at the bottom
of a page may be viewed more favorably by courts. For
now, a cautious Web site designer or operator may wish
to place a Terms of Use notification at the top and bottom of a homepage. Ultimately, it is a firm’s choice as to
how best to balance Web site aesthetics with legal notices;
however, as is clear from the otherwise unclear case law,
the more prominent the placement of these policies, the
more effective they might be.

perhaps as a general way to attract clients. These blogs
raise issues of practicing law and forming an attorneyclient relationship that must be clearly addressed.
The subject matter and form of a law firm blog generally focuses on a particular practice area and involves
the posting of articles of interest regarding that area. For
example, a law firm may have a privacy law blog or an
employment law blog. The comments section of the blog
is often activated, thereby permitting users to leave questions or comments that may sometimes be responded to
by the blog’s author.
Attorney-bloggers must be careful in order to avoid
dispensing legal advice or otherwise forming an attorney-client relationship. Most legal bloggers avoid the
issue by posting a disclaimer noting that the blog is
for informational purposes only. The disclaimer must
be prominently noticed so that readers are reasonably
aware of its existence and thus its disclaiming content. A
disclaimer that users do not know about is likely of little
value. The previous discussion about notice of Web site
Terms of Use may offer some guidance as to how best to
implement a disclaimer of this kind. Note also that if a
blog enables an RRS feed,26 a firm should be careful that
its disclaimer is included with the syndicated text of the
blog post.
Blogs are not the only elements of a Web site where
this is a concern. Inadvertently offering legal advice
and creating an attorney-client relationship is possible
through any part of a Web site. This should be considered
by a firm in ensuring that the risks of Web site use are
minimized. Generally, this is accomplished through the
posting of a disclaimer; by being careful as to how statements on the site are phrased; by ensuring it is clear that
all materials deal with prior cases or hypothetical facts;
and by making clear that no true opinion can be issued
without a consideration of the facts of a particular case.
All materials posted to a blog, and indeed any part
of a Web site, must comply with all laws. Employees
may be considered to speak on behalf of a firm when
posting to a blog, and as such, care should be taken that
such employees do not post material which the firm does
not condone.27 Confidential material, of course, cannot be discussed. Defamation laws must be considered.
Consideration must be given to statements made about
others. Firms should be careful when touting victories or
discussing the facts of cases that are pending. While certain statements made in the context of litigation may be
protected, those same statements might not be privileged
in the context of a blog or Web site.28

Practice of Law and Blogging
Another feature of attorney Web sites that has emerged in
the last few years is the attorney or law firm blog. Blogs
have been used as a means of publishing commentary or
short articles on developments in the law. They are used
to heighten awareness of the firm’s profile in a field or
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Promotional Testimonials and Third-Party Materials
Many firms post testimonials on their Web sites, whether
from clients or current or past employees, or third-party
materials touting the accomplishments of a lawyer of
CONTINUED ON PAGE 18

Firms should be careful not to cause
confusion as to sponsorship when
using trademarks of third parties.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

the firm. These testimonials often take the form of a
laudatory statement about the firm’s collegial workplace
environment or its superior legal services. Occasionally,
a testimonial will be accompanied by an image of the
person giving it. The use of a person’s image in this commercial environment raises the issue of personal rights
of publicity. Additionally, the rights to post third-party
materials, such as newspaper articles, must be secured
prior to use in order to avoid copyright infringement.
Trademark concerns are also raised when identifying the
trademark of a client giving a testimonial. A firm should
diligently clear these rights, even if a testimonial is being
given by an employee of the firm or a client who has actually retained the firm, or the testimonial is from an article
that discusses the firm.
Although New York law may lag behind other states’
laws in recognizing certain privacy torts, New York law
does provide that the unauthorized commercial use of a
person’s identity is a violation of that person’s rights of
publicity.29 The use must be commercial, meaning it must
be in the context of an advertisement or other trade usage,
in order for the violation to occur.30 New York law may
allow recovery for the unauthorized use of a person’s
“name, portrait or picture” under such circumstances.
The use of an individual’s photograph on a testimonial likely implicates this law. The purpose of a testimonial
is to promote a law firm either to potential clients or prospective employees. As such, the unauthorized use of an
individual’s image for this purpose likely violates New
York law. To avoid this outcome, a firm should obtain the
written consent of any individual whose image is used
on the Web site to promote the firm’s services, even if the
individual is a firm employee.
In addition, a firm should be diligent that all thirdparty materials that appear on a firm’s Web site, such as
images and articles, are properly licensed. An article from
the Wall Street Journal that discusses your firm or a case
your firm has handled may be excellent publicity, but you
might not be permitted to post that entire article without
permission from the content owner.
Similarly, a firm should be diligent in requiring that
Web site design consultants have proper permission to
use images and articles that they place on a firm’s Web
site. Even if a firm is given assurances that the material
has been licensed, a firm can still be held liable under the
Copyright Act if such assurances turn out to be false.31 To
avoid this, a firm may want its agreement with the Web
site designer to contain an indemnity clause that includes
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coverage for claims of copyright infringement for materials supplied by the designer.
Firms should be careful not to cause confusion as to
sponsorship when using the trademarks of third parties,
in order to avoid trademark infringement. Context is
crucial when referring to the trademark of a client or any
other company. If it is clear from the context that there is
no sponsorship or other association between the company
whose trademark is being used and the firm, there may
not be an issue; but there is a fine line between permissible
referential use and impermissible confusing use.

Conclusion
Lawyer and law firm Web sites have long been the object
of scrutiny from an ethics standpoint; however, Web sites
present more than just ethical concerns for lawyers and
law firms. Technology and the power of the Internet are
having a significant impact on attorney promotion and
marketing. Web sites now allow employers to keep in
touch with past employees. New techniques allow firms
to reach out to clients and attract new lawyers in ways
that were not previously considered, or even possible.
It is easier than ever to publish statements, often before
serious scrutiny is given to them. These advances have
been beneficial, but they bring with them a myriad of
issues that law firms should be aware of before utilizing
this powerful platform. As the law continues to develop
in this area it is often unclear, and some of the issues can
be highly technical. It may be advisable to retain counsel
familiar with these issues to review a Web site and its
functionality in order to ensure that the risks discussed
herein are minimized, and the benefits to the lawyer or
firm are maximized.
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